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PARABOLIC REGULARITY AND DIRICHLET BOUNDARY
VALUE PROBLEMS
MARTIN DINDOSˇ AND LUKE DYER
Abstract. We study the relationship between the Regularity and Dirichlet
boundary value problems for parabolic equations of the form Lu = div(A∇u)−
ut = 0 in Lip(1, 1/2) time-varying cylinders, where the coefficient matrix A =
[aij(X, t)] is uniformly elliptic and bounded.
We show that if the Regularity problem (R)p for the equation Lu = 0 is
solvable for some 1 < p <∞ then the Dirichlet problem (D∗)p′ for the adjoint
equation L∗v = 0 is also solvable, where p′ = p/(p − 1). This result is an
analogue of the result established in the elliptic case by Kenig and Pipher
[KP93]. In the parabolic settings in the special case of the heat equation in
slightly smoother domains this has been established by Hofmann and Lewis
[HL96] and Nystro¨m [Nys06] for scalar parabolic systems. In comparison, our
result is abstract with no assumption on the coefficients beyond the ellipticity
condition and is valid in more general class of domains.
1. Introduction
We are interested in the relationship between the solvability of the Regularity
and the Dirichlet boundary value problems for parabolic operators
L = div(A∇·)− ∂t
on Lip(1, 1/2) cylinders Ω. These domains are bounded and Lipschitz in spatial
variables, unbounded and Lip1/2 in time. Furthermore, we assume that the mat-
rix A(X, t) satisfies an ellipticity condition, and its coefficients are bounded and
measurable.
The question of solvability of various boundary value problems for parabolic
PDEs on time-varying domains has long history. Recall, that in the elliptic set-
tings [Dah77] has shown that, in a Lipschitz domain, the harmonic measure and
surface measure are mutually absolutely continuous, and that the elliptic Dirich-
let problem is solvable with data in L2 with respect to surface measure. R. Hunt
then asked whether Dalhberg’s result held for the heat equation in domains whose
boundaries are given locally as functions φ(x, t), Lipschitz in the spatial variable.
It was conjectured (due to the natural parabolic scaling) that the correct regularity
of φ(x, t) in the time variable t should be a Ho¨lder condition of order 1/2 in t (de-
noted Lip1/2 in t). It turns out that under this assumption the parabolic measure
associated with the equation (1.3) is doubling [Nys97].
This is the class of domains we work on. It is worth pointing out however that
in order to answer R. Hunt’s question positively one has to consider more regular
domains. This follows from the counterexample of [KW88] where it was shown
that under just the Lip(1, 1/2) condition on the domain Ω the associated caloric
measure (that is the measure associated with the operator ∂t − ∆) might not be
mutually absolutely continuous with the natural surface measure. The issue was
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resolved in [LM95] where it was established that mutual absolute continuity of
caloric measure and a certain parabolic analogue of surface measure holds when φ
has 1/2 of a time derivative in the parabolic BMO(Rn) space, which is a slightly
stronger condition than Lip1/2. [HL96] subsequently showed that this condition
was sharp. In particular in this paper the authors has solved the L2 Dirichlet
problem for the heat equation in graph domains of Lewis-Murray type. A related
class of localised domains in which parabolic boundary value problems are solvable
was considered in [Riv14] as well as in [DH16, DPP16]. The paper [DH16] has
established Lp solvability for parabolic Dirichlet problem under assumption that the
coefficients satisfy certain natural small Carleson condition which also appears for
elliptic PDEs. The second paper [DPP16] finds sufficient and necessary condition
for the parabolic measure to be A∞ with respect to the parabolic analogue of the
surface measure.
The study of the heat equation in non-smooth domains, or more generally of
parabolic operators with non-smooth coefficients, has historically followed the de-
velopment of the elliptic theory with some delay due to new challenges presented
by the parabolic term.
Our result is also motivated by a result proven in the elliptic setting by [KP93]
where, amongst other relationships, they show that (Rp) implied (D
∗)p′ for elliptic
operators div(A∇·) in bounded Lipschitz domains. This has been observed previ-
ously for some specific parabolic PDEs (such as the heat equation and constant
coefficient systems [HL96, p. 418; Nys06] respectively). [Nys06] also shows that no
duality can be expected between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems
in non-smooth time-varying domains.
In our result we remove any restrictions on the coefficients of the scalar elliptic
operator (beyond the ellipticity hypothesis) and establish the result on the largest
reasonable class of domains. It is worth pointing out that due to the roughness of
the coefficients and of the boundary of these domains the usual techniques (such as
layer potentials and Fourier methods) are not available.
Our main result proves that if the Regularity problem (Rp) for the operator L
on the domain Ω is solvable for some 1 < p < ∞ ((Rp) has boundary data in a
Sobolev space Lp1,1/2(∂Ω), which is a space of functions with spatial derivatives and
a half-time derivative in Lp) then the Dirichlet problem (D∗)p′ ((D
∗
p′) has boundary
data in Lp
′
(∂Ω)) for the adjoint operator
L∗ = div(A∗∇·) + ∂t
is also solvable on the domain Ω.
Observe that L∗ is a backward in time parabolic operator. This however does
not causes any issues as by the change of variables of v(X, t) = u(X,−t) and
A˜(X,−t) = A(X, t) we see that L∗u = 0 on Ω is equivalent to
L˜v = div(A˜∗∇v)− vt = 0 on Ω˜, (1.1)
where Ω˜ is the reflection of Ω in the t variable i.e. Ω˜ = {(X,−t) : (X, t) ∈ Ω}.
Hence, the solvability of the Lp
′
Dirichlet problem for the operator L∗ on Ω is
equivalent to the solvability of the Lp
′
Dirichlet problem for the operator L˜ on Ω˜.
Here L˜v = 0 is the usual forward in time parabolic PDE.
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Theorem 1.1. Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder, as in definition 2.2, with character
(ℓ,N,C0). Let A(X, t) be bounded, measurable and elliptic, that is
λ|ξ|2 ≤
∑
i,j
aij(X, t)ξiξj ≤ Λ|ξ|
2 (1.2)
for all ξ ∈ Rn and a.e. X ∈ Rn, t ∈ R. Let the Regularity problem (R)p be solvable
for the equation {
ut = div(A∇u) in Ω ⊂ R
n+1,
u = f on ∂Ω,
(1.3)
for some 1 < p <∞. Then the Dirichlet problem (D∗)p′ is solvable for the adjoint
equation {
−ut = div(A
∗∇u) in Ω ⊂ Rn+1,
u = f on ∂Ω,
(1.4)
where p′ = p/(p− 1).
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce Lip(1, 1/2) cylin-
ders, a suitable local pullback transformation, parabolic non-tangential maximal
functions, and the Lp1,1/2 parabolic Sobolev space on R
n and domains. In section
3 we state and prove some basic results for parabolic equations and some lemmas
needed for the proof of Theorem 1.1. In section 4 we prove our main result The-
orem 1.1.
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2. Preliminaries
Here and throughout we consistently use ∇u to denote the gradient in the spatial
variables, ut or ∂tu the gradient in the time variable and use Du = (∇u, ∂tu) for
the full gradient of u.
2.1. Parabolic measure. It is well known by the Perron-Wiener-Brelot method
[Ekl79] that the parabolic PDE (1.3) with continuous boundary data is uniquely
solvable (c.f. remark 3.7) and that there exists a unique measure ω(X,t), called the
parabolic measure, such that
u(X, t) =
ˆ
∂Ω
f(y, s) dω(X,t)(y, s) (2.1)
for all continuous data f . Under the assumptions of definition 2.2 this measure is
doubling ([Nys97]). As ω(X,t) is a Borel measure, it follows that we can use (2.1)
to extend the solvability of (1.3) to a class of bounded Borel measurable functions
f .
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2.2. Lip(1,1/2) cylinders. In this subsection we recall the class of Lip(1, 1/2)
time-varying cylinders in [Nys97] whose boundaries are given locally as functions
φ(x, t), Lipschitz in the spatial variable and Lip1/2 in the time variable. At each
time τ ∈ R the set of points in Ω with fixed time t = τ , that is Ωτ = {(X, τ) ∈ Ω},
will be a non-empty bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn. We start with few preliminary
definitions, motivated by the standard definition of a Lipschitz domain.
Definition 2.1. Z ⊂ Rn×R is an ℓ-cylinder of diameter d if there exists a coordin-
ate system (x0, x, t) ∈ R × R
n−1 × R obtained from the original coordinate system
only by translation in spatial and time variables and rotation in the spatial variables
such that
Z = {(x0, x, t) : |x| ≤ d, |t| ≤ d
2,−(ℓ+ 1)d ≤ x0 ≤ (ℓ + 1)d}
and for s > 0
sZ := {(x0, x, t) : |x| < sd, |t| ≤ s
2d2,−(ℓ+ 1)sd ≤ x0 ≤ (ℓ + 1)sd}.
Definition 2.2. Ω ⊂ Rn × R is a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder with character (ℓ,N,C0) if
there exists a positive scale r0 such that for any time τ ∈ R there are at most N
ℓ-cylinders {Zj}
N
j=1 of diameter d, with
r0
C0
≤ d ≤ C0r0, satisfying the following:
(1) 8Zj ∩ ∂Ω is the graph {x0 = φj(x, t)} of a function φj such that
|φj(x, t)− φj(y, s)| ≤ ℓ
(
|x− y|+ |t− s|1/2
)
and φj(0, 0) = 0. (2.2)
(2) ∂Ω ∩ {|t− τ | ≤ d2} =
⋃
j
(Zj ∩ ∂Ω).
(3) In the coordinate system (x0, x, t) of the ℓ-cylinder Zj
Zj ∩ Ω ⊃
{
(x0, x, t) ∈ Ω : |x| < d, |t| < d
2, δ(x0, x, t) := dist ((x0, x, t), ∂Ω) ≤
d
2
}
.
Here and throughout dist is the parabolic distance dist[(X, t), (Y, τ)] = |X−
Y |+ |t− τ |1/2.
The parabolic norm ‖(X, t)‖ on Rn×R is defined as the unique positive solution
ρ to the following equation
|X |2
ρ2
+
t2
ρ4
= 1. (2.3)
One can easily show that ‖(X, t)‖ ∼ |X |+ |t|1/2 and that this norm has the correct
scaling.
Remark 2.3. It follows from this definition that for each τ ∈ R the time-slice
Ωτ = Ω ∩ {t = τ} of a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder Ω ⊂ R
n × R is a bounded Lipschitz
domain in Rn with character (ℓ,N,C0). Due to this fact, the Lipschitz domains Ωτ
for all τ ∈ R have all uniformly bounded diameter (from below and above). That is
inf
τ∈R
diam(Ωτ ) ∼ r0 ∼ sup
τ∈R
diam(Ωτ ),
where r0 is the scale from Definition 2.2 and the implied constants in the estimate
only depend on N and C0. In particular, if O ⊂ R
n is a bounded Lipschitz do-
main then the parabolic cylinder Ω = O × R is an example of a domain satisfying
Definition 2.2.
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Definition 2.4. Let Ω ⊂ Rn×R be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder with character (ℓ,N,C0).
We define the measure σ on sets A ⊂ ∂Ω to be
σ(A) =
ˆ ∞
−∞
H
n−1 (A ∩ {(X, t) ∈ ∂Ω}) dt, (2.4)
where H n−1 is the n−1 dimensional Hausdorff measure on the Lipschitz boundary
∂Ωτ = {(X, τ) ∈ ∂Ω}.
We consider solvability of the Lp Dirichlet and Lp regularity boundary value
problems with respect to the measure σ. The measure σ may not be comparable
to the usual surface measure on ∂Ω: in the t-direction the functions φj from the
Definition 2.2 are only Lip1/2 and hence the standard surface measure might not
be locally finite. However, our definition assures that for any A ⊂ 8Zj , where Zj is
an ℓ-cylinder, we have
H
n(A) ∼ σ ({(φj(x, t), x, t) : (x, t) ∈ A}) , (2.5)
where the constants in (2.5), by which these measures are comparable, only depend
on the ℓ of the character (ℓ,N,C0) of the domain Ω. If Ω has a smoother boundary,
such as Lipschitz (in all variables) or better, then the measure σ is comparable
to the usual n-dimensional Hausdorff measure H n. In particular, this holds for a
parabolic cylinder Ω = O × R.
Definition 2.5. Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder from Definition 2.2. For (y, s) ∈
∂Ω, (X, t), (Z, τ) ∈ Ω and r > 0 we write:
Br(X, t) = {(Z, τ) ∈ R
n × R : dist[(X, t), (Z, τ)] < r},
Qr(X, t) = {(Z, τ) ∈ R
n × R : |xi − zi| < r for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, |t− τ |
1/2 < r},
Ψr(y, s) = {(Z, τ) ∈ R
n × R : |x0 − z0| < (ℓ + 1)r, |xi − zi| < r, |t− τ |
1/2 < r},
∆r(y, s) = ∂Ω ∩Br(y, s), T (∆r) = Ω ∩Br(y, s),
δ(X, t) = inf
(y,s)∈∂Ω
dist[(X, t), (y, s)].
Definition 2.6 (Corkscrew points). Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder from defini-
tion 2.2 and r0 > 0 the scale defined there. For any boundary ball ∆r = ∆r(Y, s) ⊂
∂Ω with 0 < r . r0 we say that a point (X, t) ∈ Ω is a corkscrew point of the ball
∆r if
t = s+ 2r2 and δ(X, t) ∼ r ∼ dist[(X, t), (Y, s)].
That is the point (X, t) is an interior point of Ω of distance to the ball ∆r and the
boundary ∂Ω of order r. The point (X, t) lies at the time of order r2 further than
the times for the ball ∆r. Finally, the implied constants in the definition above only
depend on the domain Ω but not on r and the point (Y, s).
Each ball of radius 0 < r . r0 has infinitely many corkscrew points; for each ball
we choose one and denote it by V (∆r) or if there is no confusion to which ball the
corkscrew point belongs just Vr.
Remark 2.7. Given the fact that the time slices Ωτ of the domain Ω are of ap-
proximately diameter r0 the corkscrew points do not exists for balls of sizes r ≫ r0.
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2.3. Parabolic Non-tangential Cones and Maximal Functions. We proceed
with the definition of parabolic non-tangential cones. We define the cones in a
(local) coordinate system where Ω = {(x0, x, t) : x0 > φ(x, t)}. In particular this
also applies to the upper half-space U = {(x0, x, t) : x0 > 0}. We note here, that
a different choice of coordinates (naturally) leads to different sets of cones, but
the particular choice of non-tangential cones is not important as it only changes
constants in the estimates for the non-tangential maximal function defined using
these cones. However the norms defined using different sets of non-tangential cones
are comparable.
For a constant a > 0, we define the parabolic non-tangential cone at a point
(x0, x, t) ∈ ∂Ω as follows
Γa(x0, x, t) =
{
(y0, y, s) ∈ Ω : |y − x|+ |s− t|
1/2 < a(y0 − x0), x0 < y0
}
.
We occasionally truncate the cone Γ at the height r
Γra(x0, x, t) =
{
(y0, y, s) ∈ Ω : |y − x|+ |s− t|
1/2 < a(y0 − x0), x0 < y0 < x0 + r
}
.
Definition 2.8 (non-tangential maximal function). For a function u : Ω→ R, the
non-tangential maximal function Na(u) : ∂Ω → R and its truncated version at a
height r are defined as
Na(u)(x0, x, t) = sup
(y0,y,s)∈Γa(x0,x,t)
|u(y0, y, s)| ,
N ra(u)(x0, x, t) = sup
(y0,y,s)∈Γra(x0,x,t)
|u(y0, y, s)| for (x0, x, t) ∈ ∂Ω.
(2.6)
We also define the following Lp variant of the non-tangential maximal function
N˜p(u)(x0, x, t) = sup
(Y,s)∈Γra(x0,x,t)
( 
Bδ(Y,s)/2(Y,s)
|u(Z, τ)|p dZ dτ
) 1
p
. (2.7)
2.4. Parabolic Sobolev Space on ∂Ω. When considering the appropriate func-
tion space for our boundary data we want it to have the same homogeneity as the
PDE. As a rule of thumb one derivative in time behaves like two derivatives in
space and so the correct order of our time derivative should be 1/2 if we impose
data with one derivative in spatial variables. This problem has been studied previ-
ously in [HL96,HL99,Nys06], who have followed [FJ68] in defining the homogeneous
parabolic Sobolev space L˙p1,1/2 in the following way.
Definition 2.9. The homogeneous parabolic Sobolev space L˙p1,1/2(R
n), for 1 < p <
∞, is defined to consist of equivalence classes of functions f with distributional
derivatives satisfying ‖f‖L˙p
1,1/2
(Rn) <∞, where
‖f‖L˙p
1,1/2
(Rn) = ‖Df‖Lp(Rn) (2.8)
and
(Df)̂(ξ, τ) := ‖(ξ, τ)‖f̂(ξ, τ). (2.9)
We also define the inhomogeneous parabolic Sobolev space Lp1,1/2(R
n) as an equi-
valence class of functions f with distributional derivatives satisfying ‖f‖Lp
1,1/2
(Rn) <
∞, where
‖f‖Lp
1,1/2
(Rn) = ‖Df‖Lp(Rn) + ‖f‖Lp(Rn). (2.10)
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Other authors [Bro89, Bro90,HL99,Mit01,Nys06, CRS15] have only considered
either Lipschitz cylinders or graph domains and so have only needed to control the
homogeneous norm. Because we are considering an infinite time-varying cylinder
made from a local collection of graphs φj we need to have additional control over
the Lp norm of f to control terms that arise from taking a smooth partition of
unity.
In addition, following [FR67], we define a parabolic half-order time derivative by
(Dnf)̂(ξ, τ) := τ
‖(ξ, τ)‖
f̂(ξ, τ). (2.11)
By parabolic singular integral theory [FR66,FR67] we have that
‖Df‖Lp(Rn) ∼ ‖∇f‖Lp(Rn) + ‖Dnf‖Lp(Rn). (2.12)
One result of this paper is that we have another characterisation of the spaces
L˙p1,1/2(R
n) and Lp1,1/2(R
n) by an equivalent norm. By applying Plancherel’s the-
orem for p = 2 we have
‖Df‖L2(Rn) ∼ ‖D
t
1/2f‖L2(Rn) + ‖∇f‖L2(Rn), (2.13)
where Dt1/2 denotes the one-dimensional half fractional derivative of f in the time
variable. We show in Theorem 2.11 that this equivalence holds for all 1 < p <∞.
If 0 < α ≤ 2, then for g ∈ C∞0 (R) the one-dimensional fractional differentiation
operators Dα are defined by
(Dαg)̂(τ) := |τ |αĝ(τ). (2.14)
It is also well known that if 0 < α < 1 then
Dαg(s) = c
ˆ
R
g(s)− g(τ)
|s− τ |1+α
dτ (2.15)
whenever s ∈ R. If h(x, t) ∈ C∞0 (R
n) then by Dtαh : R
n → R we mean the function
Dαh(x, ·) defined a.e. for each fixed x ∈ R
n−1.
Since |τ |
1/2
‖(ξ,τ)‖ is an L
p multiplier for 1 < p < ∞ [Ste70, Theorem 6, p. 109] we
have the following bound.
Lemma 2.10. Let f : Rn → R and 1 < p <∞ then
‖D
1/2
t f‖Lp(Rn) . ‖Df‖Lp(Rn). (2.16)
Theorem 2.11. Let f : Rn → R and 1 < p <∞ then
‖Dnf‖Lp(Rn) . ‖D
t
1/2f‖Lp(Rn) + ‖∇f‖Lp(Rn). (2.17)
Therefore ‖f‖L˙p
1,1/2
(Rn) = ‖Df‖Lp(Rn) ∼ ‖D
t
1/2f‖Lp(Rn)+‖∇f‖Lp(Rn) for 1 < p <∞
and so
‖f‖Lp
1,1/2
(Rn) ∼ ‖D
t
1/2f‖Lp(Rn) + ‖∇f‖Lp(Rn) + ‖f‖Lp(Rn).
The proof uses the same approach as [HL96, Section 7] to obtain Lp bounds
instead of their mixed BMO and L∞ bounds.
Proof. By approximation we may assume that f ∈ C∞0 (R
n) and also that f(0) = 0
by replacing f by f − f(0) and noting that Dn and D
t
1/2 map constants to the 0
element. Let
m(ξ, τ) =
τ
|τ |1/2‖(ξ, τ)‖
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then we have
(Dnf)
∧(ξ, τ) = fˆ(ξ, τ)
(
m(ξ, τ)|τ |1/2
)
for (ξ, τ) ∈ Rn, where ∧ denotes the Fourier transform on Rn.
This multiplier m is not smooth enough to apply standard multiplier theorems
so as in [HL96] we use a smooth cut off function to split this multiplier into two. Let
φ ∈ C∞0 (R) be an even function with φ = 1 on (−3/2,−1/2), (1/2, 3/2), supported
in (−2,−1/4), (1/4, 2) and choose φ such that |Dkφ| . 2k for 0 ≤ k ≤ n+ 4. Let
m+(ξ, τ) = m(ξ, τ)φ
(
τ
‖(ξ, τ)‖2
)
and
m++(ξ, τ) =
|τ |1/2m(ξ, τ)‖(ξ, τ)‖
|ξ|2
(1− φ)
(
τ
‖(ξ, τ)‖2
)
then
(Dnf)
∧(ξ, τ) = fˆ(ξ, τ)
(
m+(ξ, τ)|τ |1/2 +
|ξ|2
‖(ξ, τ)‖
m++(ξ, τ)
)
.
Let m++j (ξ, τ) =
ξj
‖(ξ,τ)‖m
++(ξ, τ) for 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 then we show there exists sin-
gular integral operators Tm++j
and Tm+ corresponding to m
++
j and m
+ respectively
such that
Dnf = cTm+(D
t
1/2f) + c
n−1∑
j=0
Tm++j
(∂xjf). (2.18)
All we have to show is that Tm+ and Tm++j
exist and map Lp into Lp for 1 < p <∞.
First we consider m+, which is infinitely differentiable away from the origin. It
is not hard to show that if γ is a multi-index and a a non-negative integer then
|∂γξ ∂
a
τm
+(ξ, τ)| . ‖(ξ, τ)‖−(|γ|+2a), (2.19)
for 1 ≤ a + |γ| ≤ n + 4, and that |m+(ξ, τ)| . 1. By singular integral with mixed
homogeneity theory [FR66, p. 28] we have that Tm+ exists and is bounded on L
p
for 1 < p <∞.
Similarly considering m++j , by [HL96, (7.10)-(7.11)] we have
|∂γξ ∂
a
τm
++
j (ξ, τ)| . |τ |
1/2−a‖(ξ, τ)‖−(|γ|+1), (2.20)
for 0 ≤ a+ |γ| ≤ n+ 4 and that the support of m++j is contained in{
(ξ, τ) : 0 ≤ |τ | ≤ ‖(ξ, τ)‖2/2
}
. (2.21)
Using these |m++j (ξ, τ)| . 1 and by the same argument as before Tm++j
exists and
is bounded on Lp for 1 < p <∞. 
So far we have only studied this parabolic Sobolev space Lp1,1/2 on R
n however
our aim is to work on the boundary ∂Ω where Ω is as in definition 2.2.
Definition 2.12 (Parabolic Sobolev spaces on Lip(1, 1/2) cylinders). Let 1 < p <
∞ and Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder as in definition 2.2 with local mappings φj : U →
8Zj ∩ ∂Ω, where U is the upper half space. Let ηj be a smooth partition of unity of
∂Ω with the following properties:
(1) 0 ≤ ηj ≤ 1,
(2)
∑
ηj = 1,
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(3) the ηj have bounded overlap: i.e. for each fixed (x, t) #{j : ηi(x, t) > 0} ≤
M and
(4) supp ηj ⊂ Brj (xj , tj) with rj ∼ supτ diam(Ωτ ).
We then define the Lp1,1/2 norm on ∂Ω as
‖f‖Lp
1,1/2
(∂Ω) =
∑
j
(
‖D ((fηj) ◦ φj) ‖
p
Lp(Rn) + ‖(fηj) ◦ φj‖
p
Lp(Rn)
)1/p . (2.22)
By the relationship in Theorem 2.11 this is equivalent to
‖f‖p
Lp
1,1/2
(∂Ω)
∼
∑
j
(
‖∇ ((fηj) ◦ φj) ‖
p
Lp(Rn) + ‖D
t
1/2 ((fηj) ◦ φj) ‖
p
Lp(Rn)
+ ‖(fηj) ◦ φj‖
p
Lp(Rn)
)
.
(2.23)
It can be shown that when ∂Ω = Rn the norm defined here is equivalent to the one
given in definition 2.9.
2.5. Lp Regularity and Lp Dirichlet Boundary Value Problems. We are
now in the position to define the Lp regularity and Lp Dirichlet problems.
Definition 2.13 ([Aro68]). We say that u is a weak solution to a parabolic operator
of the form (1.3) in Ω if u,∇u ∈ L2loc(Ω), supt ‖u(·, t)‖L2loc(Ωt) <∞ andˆ
Ω
(−uφt +A∇u · ∇φ) dX dt = 0
for all φ ∈ C∞0 (Ω). A weak solution to the adjoint operator (1.4) is defined simil-
arly.
Definition 2.14. In light of section 2.4, following [Bro89,Bro90,HL96,HL99] we
say the Lp Regularity problem for the equation (1.3) is solvable if the the unique
solution u of this equation in Ω with boundary data f ∈ C(∂Ω) ∩ Lp1,1/2(∂Ω, dσ)
satisfies the following non-tangential maximal function estimate
‖N˜2(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω, dσ) . ‖f‖Lp
1,1/2
(∂Ω, dσ), (2.24)
with the implied constants depending only on the ellipticity constants, n, p and triple
(ℓ,N,C0) of definition 2.2. Here N˜2 denotes the L
2 based nontangential maximal
function. When (2.24) holds we say that the equation (1.3) has the property (R)p
in Ω.
Here the use of the L2 based non-tangential maximum function is natural since
∇u ∈ L2loc(Ω). In general better smoothness of the gradient cannot be expected
unless we assume more smoothness of the coefficients of the parabolic operator.
Remark 2.15. Some authors [Bro87,Mit01,Nys06,CRS15] also require
‖N˜2(D
t
1/2u)‖Lp . ‖f‖Lp1,1/2 or ‖N˜2(HD
t
1/2u)‖Lp . ‖f‖Lp1,1/2, where H is the Hil-
bert transform in the time variable. For our result we do not assume this, hence
our notion of solvability is slightly weaker than that of the authors above. It fol-
lows therefore that the (R)p solvability in the sense of [Bro87,Mit01,Nys06,CRS15]
implies solvability in the sense of definition 2.13.
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Definition 2.16. We say the Lp Dirichlet problem for the equation (1.3) is solvable
if the the unique solution u of this equation in Ω with boundary data f ∈ C(∂Ω) ∩
Lp(∂Ω, dσ) satisfies the following non-tangential maximal function estimate
‖N(u)‖Lp(∂Ω, dσ) . ‖f‖Lp(∂Ω, dσ), (2.25)
with the implied constant depending only on the ellipticity constants, n, p and triple
(ℓ,N,C0) of definition 2.2. When (2.25) holds we say that the equation (1.3) has the
property (D)p in Ω. The property (D
∗)p′ for the adjoint equation (1.4) is defined
analogously and is equivalent to solvability of the Lp
′
Dirichlet problem for the
equation (1.1) in the domain Ω˜.
Remark 2.17. It is well known that the Lp solvability of the Dirichlet problem for
some 1 < p <∞ is equivalent to the parabolic measure ω belonging to a “parabolic
A∞” class with respect to the measure σ on the surface ∂Ω, [Nys97, Theorem 6.2].
More specifically, the property (D)p′ is equivalent to ω ∈ Bp(dσ).
We now recall the definition of parabolic A∞ and Bp.
Definition 2.18 (A∞ and Bp). Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder from definition 2.2.
For a ball ∆d with radius d . supτ diam(Ωτ ) we denote its corkscrew point by Vd.
We say that the parabolic measure ωVd of (1.3) is in A∞(∆d) if for every ε > 0
there exists δ = δ(ε) > 0 such that for any ball ∆ ⊂ ∆d and subset E ⊂ ∆ we have
ωVd(E)
ωVd(∆)
< δ =⇒
σ(E)
σ(∆)
< ε. (2.26)
The measure ω is in A∞ if ω
Vd belongs to A∞(∆d) for all ∆d. If A∞ holds then ω
Vd
and σ are mutually absolutely continuous and hence one can write dωVd = KVd dσ.
For p ∈ (1,∞) we say that ω belongs to the reverse-Ho¨lder class Bp(dσ) if for
all ∆d the kernel K
Vd satisfies the reverse Ho¨lder inequality(
σ(∆)−1
ˆ
∆
(
KVd
)p
dσ
)1/p
. σ(∆)−1
ˆ
∆
KVd dσ, (2.27)
for all balls ∆ ⊂ ∆d.
Remark 2.19. A∞ =
⋃
p>1Bp.
3. Basic Results and Interior Estimates
Lemma 3.1 (Poincare´ type inequality, [Zie89, Cor. 4.5.3]). If u ∈ W 1,p(E) and
p > 1 then
‖u‖Lp∗(E) ≤ C(B1,p(N))
−1/p‖Du‖Lp(E), (3.1)
where Bα,p(E) is the Bessel capacity of the set E
1, N is the set where u vanishes,
i.e. N = {x : u(x) = 0}, and p∗ = npn−p if p < n, 1 ≤ p
∗ <∞ if p = n and p∗ =∞
if p > n.
In our work we use this for the case where E is a time slice of T (∆r).
Corollary 3.2. Let u ∈W 1,p(T (∆r)|t′), where u = 0 on ∆r|t′ for some fixed time
t′. Let p > 1 then there is a constant C independent of r such that
‖u‖Lpx(T (∆r)|t′)
≤ Cr‖∇u‖Lpx(T (∆r)|t′)
. (3.2)
1See [Zie89] for a definition of Bessel capacity.
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Proof. The case for r = 1 follows from the positivity of Bα,p (∆1|t′) [Zie89, §2.6],
Lemma 3.1, and Ho¨lder’s inequality. For a general r apply the substitution v(x) :=
u(rx) then v ∈ W 1,p (T (∆r)|t′) and applying the r = 1 case and a change of
variables gives the general result. 
We now recall some foundational estimates needed to prove the main theorem.
Lemma 3.3 (A Cacciopoli inequality, see [Aro68]). Let A satisfy (1.2) and suppose
that u is a weak solution of (1.3) or (1.4) in Q4r(X, t) with 0 < r < δ(X, t)/8. Then
there exists a constant C = C(λ,Λ, n) such that
rn
(
sup
Qr/2(X,t)
u
)2
≤ C sup
t−r2≤s≤t+r2
ˆ
Qr(X)
u2(Y, s) dY + C
ˆ
Qr(X,t)
|∇u|2 dY ds
≤
C2
r2
ˆ
Q2r(X,t)
u2(Y, s) dY ds.
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 in [HL01] give us the following estimates for weak solutions
of (1.3) or (1.4).
Lemma 3.4 (Interior Ho¨lder continuity). Let A satisfy (1.2) and suppose that u
is a weak solution of (1.3) or (1.4) in Q4r(X, t) with 0 < r < δ(X, t)/8. Then for
any (Y, s), (Z, τ) ∈ Q2r(X, t)
|u(Y, s)− u(Z, τ)| ≤ C
(
‖(Y, s)− (Z, τ)‖
r
)α
sup
Q4r(X,t)
|u|,
where C = C(λ,Λ, n), α = α(λ,Λ, n), and 0 < α < 1.
Lemma 3.5 (Harnack inequality). Let A satisfy (1.2) and suppose that u is a weak
non-negative solution of (1.3) in Q4r(X, t), with 0 < r < δ(X, t)/8. Suppose that
(Y, s), (Z, τ) ∈ Q2r(X, t) then there exists C = C(λ,Λ, n) such that, for τ < s,
u(Z, τ) ≤ u(Y, s) exp
[
C
(
|Y − Z|2
|s− τ |
+ 1
)]
.
If u ≥ 0 is a weak solution of (1.4) then this inequality holds when τ > s.
We state a version of the maximum principle from [DH16] that is a modification
of Lemma 3.38 from [HL01].
Lemma 3.6 (Maximum Principle). Let A satisfy (1.2), Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder
and let u, v be bounded continuous weak solutions to (1.3) in Ω. If |u|, |v| → 0
uniformly as t→ −∞ and
lim sup
(Y,s)→(X,t)
(u− v)(Y, s) ≤ 0
for all (X, t) ∈ ∂Ω, then u ≤ v in Ω.
Remark 3.7 ([DH16]). The proof of Lemma 3.38 from [HL01] works given the
assumption that |u|, |v| → 0 uniformly as t → −∞. Even with this additional
assumption, the lemma as stated is sufficient for our purposes. We shall mostly use
it when u ≤ v on the boundary of Ω∩{t ≥ τ} for a given time τ . Obviously then the
assumption that |u|, |v| → 0 uniformly as t → −∞ is not necessary. Another case
when the Lemma as stated here applies is when u|∂Ω, v|∂Ω ∈ C0(∂Ω), where C0(∂Ω)
denotes the class of continuous functions decaying to zero as t → ±∞. This class
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is dense in any Lp(∂Ω, dσ), p < ∞ allowing us to consider an extension of the
solution operator from C0(∂Ω) to L
p.
The following Carleson type estimate was proved for Lipschitz cylinders in [Sal81]
and extended to Lip(1, 1/2) cylinders in [Nys97, Lemma 2.4].
Lemma 3.8 (Carleson type estimate, [Nys97]). Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder
from definition 2.2 with character (ℓ,N,C0) and A satisfy (1.2). Let u be a non-
negative weak solution of (1.3) or the adjoint (1.4) in Ψ2r(y, s) for (y, s) ∈ ∂Ω
and 0 < r < r0/2. Let u vanish continuously on Ψ2r(y, s) ∩ ∂Ω, then there exists
C = C(ℓ, λ,Λ, n) such that for (X, t) ∈ Ψr(y, s)
u(X, t) ≤ Cu(V ±r ), (3.3)
where the plus sign is taken when u is a weak solution of (1.3) and the minus sign is
taken when u is a weak solution of the adjoint (1.4). Here V +r is the usual (forward
in time) corkscrew point of ∆r(y, s), while V
−
r is backward-time corkscrew point
∆r(y, s) (i.e. a point at time s− 2r
2).
Lemma 3.9 (Parabolic doubling, corkscrew point, see [Nys97] for more general
statements in time-varying domains). Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder from defini-
tion 2.2 with character (ℓ,N,C0). Let ∆2r ⊂ ∆d be boundary balls, and V2r and Vd
be their corkscrew points. Let A satisfy (1.2) and ωVd be the parabolic measure of
(1.3). Then there exists C = C(λ,Λ, n, ℓ) such that
(1) ωVd(∆d) ≥ C
(2) ωVd(∆2r) ≤ Cω
Vd(∆r) (doubling)
(3) If E ⊂ ∆2r is a Borel set then
ωV2r(E) ∼
ωVd(E)
ωVd(∆2r)
.
The next lemma shows that the parabolic measure of different corkscrew points
of large balls are comparable.
Lemma 3.10 (Change of corkscrew point). Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder. Let
∆r(y, s) be a boundary ball with r ∼ supτ diamΩτ and Vr and V
′
r be two corkscrew
points of ∆r(y, s) both later in time than s+(2r)
2. Let ωVr be the parabolic measure
of (1.3), A satisfy (1.2) and E ⊂ ∆r(y, s) be a Borel set then
ωVr (E) ∼ ωV
′
r (E). (3.4)
The same result holds with the adjoint parabolic measure ω∗Vr , and Vr and V
′
r are
corkscrew points earlier in time than s− (2r)2.
Proof. The idea of this proof is to view ωVr(E) as u(Vr), where u is the solution of
(1.3) with boundary data χE and χ is the usual indicator function. We then set up
to apply the maximum principle to an appropriately chosen domain ∂Ω ∩ {t ≥ s′}.
Let ∆r/2(y
′, s′) be a boundary ball later in time than ∆r(y, s) so that E and
∆r/2(y
′, s′) are disjoint. Therefore the boundary data is 0 there and we can apply
Lemma 3.8 to control u in Ψr/4(y
′, s′) by u(V +), where V + is a corkscrew point of
∆r/2(y
′, s′) and at a time earlier than (2r)2.
Since r ∼ diamΩs′ using Harnack chains, the Harnack inequality (Lemma 3.5)
and by varying y′ we can uniformly control u at the time s′ by u(Vr), that is we
have u(X, s′) . u(Vr) for all (X, s
′) ∈ Ωs′ . It follows by the maximum principle
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in remark 3.7 applied to the domain to ∂Ω ∩ {t ≥ s′} that u(X, t) . u(Vr) for all
(X, t) ∈ Ω ∩ {t ≥ s′}. In particular, u(V ′r ) . u(Vr) and therefore ω
Vr (E) . ωV
′
r (E).
Exchanging the roles of Vr and V
′
r gives the other inequality. 
We use the following properties of the Green’s function. The existence of the
Green’s functions G and G∗ in Ω for (1.3), (1.4), respectively is well known and
follows from Ho¨lder continuity and a Perron-Wiener-Brelot style argument.
Lemma 3.11 ([Fri64]). Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder and A satisfy (1.2) then
the Green’s function G for (1.3) has the following properties.
(1) G(X, t, Y, s) = 0 for s > t, (X, t), (Y, s) ∈ Ω.
(2) For fixed (Y, s) ∈ Ω, G(·, Y, s) is a solution to (1.3) in U \ {(Y, s)}.
(3) For fixed (X, t) ∈ Ω, G(X, t, ·) is a solution to (1.4), the adjoint equation
in Ω \ {(X, t)}.
(4) If (X, t), (Y, s) ∈ Ω then G(X, t, ·) and G(·, Y, s) extend continuously to Ω
provided both functions are defined to be zero on ∂Ω.
The following lemma is a consequence of [Nys97]. We state it for the adjoint
equation (1.4) in Ω as we apply the lemma in this context. This lemma was origin-
ally stated in Lipschitz cylinders in [FGS86, Theorem 1.4; FS97, Theorem 4] and
was extended to the domains in question by [Nys97].
Lemma 3.12. Let Ω be a Lip(1, 1/2) cylinder, A satisfy (1.2), G∗ be Green’s
function and ω∗ be the parabolic measure associated to (1.4). Let ∆r ⊂ ∆d be the
surface balls on ∂Ω such that ∆2r ⊂ ∆d and d .
r0
C0
. Then there exists constants
depending on n, λ and Λ and character of the domain Ω such that
rnG∗(V −(∆d), V
−(∆r)) ∼ ω
∗V −(∆d)(∆r). (3.5)
Here V −(∆r) and V
−(∆d) are backward in time corkscrew points as in Lemma 3.8.
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1
This proof uses some of the ideas from Kenig and Pipher’s [KP93] proof in the
elliptic setting. However due to the time irreversibility of parabolic equations we do
not have the comparison principle, the Carleson estimate [CFMS81, Theorem 1.1]
or Harnack’s principle that they used. Also the non-commutativity of taking the
adjoint and the pullback mapping introduce additional difficulties. Instead, we get
around these problems using lemmas developed in [Nys97], the maximum principle,
a different Carleson type estimate, approaching some estimates from an integral
instead of a pointwise point of view and using the Hardy-Littlewood maximal func-
tion.
Assume that (R)p holds for (1.3) and let ω
∗ be the parabolic measure associated
to the adjoint equation (1.4). By remark 2.17 to show that (D∗)p′ holds we need to
show that ω∗ ≪ σ, where σ is the measure on ∂Ω in definition 2.4, and ω∗ belongs
to the reverse Ho¨lder class Bp(dσ), see definition 2.18.
Step 1: Preliminaries
We first prove (2.27) for surface balls that fit inside a cylinder 2Zj and then use
a covering argument to show that (2.27) holds for all balls with the correct scaling.
Note that since (2.5) holds in 2Zj so we can replace σ by H
n.
Let ∆d be a surface ball on ∂Ω with d .
r0
C0
then ∆d lies completely inside
an ℓ-cylinder 2Zj . After we apply φj , the pullback transformation, ∆d becomes a
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surface ball ∆d on ∂U , where U is the upper half space. Let ∆r(y, a) ⊂ ∆d ⊂ U
be a surface ball such that 4r < d. Note if we omit the point that ∆r is centred at
then it will be centred at (y, a) ∈ ∂U .
As in [KP93], we define a non-negative C∞ function f on ∂U as follows: f = 0
on ∆r, f = 1 on ∆3r\∆2r and f = 0 on ∂U\∆4r with |∇T f | .
1
r and |∂tf | .
1
r2 .
Here we note that ∆4r ⊂ ∆d. Using Theorem 2.11 and interpolation we haveˆ
∂U
|∇T f |
p dH n . rn+1−p,
ˆ
∂U
|Dnf |
p dH n . ‖Dt1/2f‖
p
Lp + ‖∇f‖
p
Lp . ‖∂tf‖
p/2
Lp ‖f‖
p/2
Lp + ‖∇f‖
p
Lp . r
n+1−p.
(4.1)
By Sobolev embedding, since f ∈ C∞0 (∆d), for a fixed time t,
´
Rn−1
|f(x, t)|p dx .´
Rn−1
|∇T f(x, t)|
p dx. Here and in the following estimate the implied constant will
depend on d. Integrating the previous estimate in time givesˆ
∂U
|f |p dH n .
ˆ
∂U
|∇T f |
p dH n . rn+1−p. (4.2)
It follows that fu = f ◦ φ−1j is ∆d supported boundary data on ∂Ω with
Lp1,1/2(∂Ω, dσ) norm comparable to r
(n+1)/p−1.
Since we assume (R)p solvability for the equation (1.3) let u be the solution
of (1.3) in Ω with boundary data fu. It follows that we have for u the following
estimate
‖N˜(∇u)‖Lp(∂Ω) . r
(n+1)/p−1. (4.3)
Let s≪ r (we are going to take limit s→ 0+) and let P ∈ ∂Ω be a point on the
boundary such that ∆10s(P ) ⊂ ∆r.
Step 2: Equivalence between the Green’s function and the parabolic measure.
We now have three surface balls ∆s ⊂ ∆r ⊂ ∆d. Let V
−
s , V
−
r and V
−
d be their
corkscrew points shifted backwards in time from their centres by 100s2, 100r2 and
100d2 respectively. Therefore, by applying Lemma 3.12 we have
ω∗V
−
d (∆s(P ))
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
∼
sn
rn
G∗(V −d , V
−
s )
G∗(V −d , V
−
r )
=
sn
rn
G(V −s , V
−
d )
G(V −r , V
−
d )
. (4.4)
Step 3: Controlling Green’s function by the solution u.
For the next step in this proof we want to show that (4.4) can be uniformly
controlled by u(V −s )s
n/rn for all s≪ r. To this end, we show that G(X, t, V −d ) .
u(X, t)G(V −r , V
−
d ) on the boundary of T (∆5r/2) and then apply the maximum
principle, Lemma 3.6, to show that G(X, t, V −d ) . u(X, t)G(V
−
r , V
−
d ) for (X, t) ∈
T (∆5r/2).
On ∆5r/2 we have that 0 = G(·, V
−
d ) ≤ u(·)G(V
−
r , V
−
d ) so we are left to show
that GV
−
d (X) . GV
−
d (V −r ) and u ∼ 1 on ∂T (∆5r/2)\∂Ω.
Step 3.a: G(X, t, V −d ) . G(V
−
r , V
−
d ) on ∂T (∆5r/2)\∂Ω. Here we use that
T (∆5r/2) is later than V
−
r in time, i.e. T (∆5r/2) ⊂ {(X, t) : t > a − (9r)
2}. For
points (X, t) in ∂T (∆5r/2) away from ∂Ω we can just apply the interior Harnack in-
equality to conclude that G(X, t, V −d ) . G(V
−
r , V
−
d ). For points (X, t) near ∂Ω we
can apply Lemma 3.8, to obtain G(X, t, V −d ) . G(V
−(∆r(z, τ)), V
−
d ), where (z, τ)
is any point in ∆5r/2. Since V
−
r is at an earlier time than V
−(∆r(z, τ)), we can again
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apply the Harnack inequality, Lemma 3.5, to obtain G(X, t, V −d ) . G(V
−
r , V
−
d ) for
(X, t) ∈ T (∆r(z, τ)). From this the claim follows.
Step 3.b: u ∼ 1 on ∂T (∆5r/2)\∂Ω
As before, near to ∂Ω applying Lemma 3.8 to 1− u gives us that u(X, t) ∼ 1 for
(X, t) ∈ Ψr/4(z, τ), where (z, τ) ∈ ∂∆5r/2. Away from ∂Ω we use interior Harnack’s
inequality to conclude that u ∼ 1 at a later time when ∂T (∆5r/2) ∩ ∂Ω.
Step 3.c: Applying the maximum principle
Therefore, by applying the maximum principle, we have that G(X, t, V −d ) .
u(X, t)G(V −r , V
−
d ) for (X, t) ∈ T (∆5r/2) and since V
−
s ∈ T (∆5r/2) conclude that
G(V −s , V
−
d ) . u(V
−
s )G(V
−
r , V
−
d ).
We have now proved
ω∗V
−
d (∆s(P ))
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
.
sn
rn
u(V −s ). (4.5)
Step 4: Applying the Poincare´ type inequality to the spacial variables, Corol-
lary 3.2, for a fixed time t = t′ we have for q > 1( 
T (∆s(P ))|t′
|u(X, t)|q dX
)1/q
. s
( 
T (∆s(P ))|t′
|∇u(X, t)|q dX
)1/q
.
Then averaging in time over (a′ − s2, a′ + s2) gives( 
T (∆s(P ))
|u(X, t)|q dX dt
)1/q
. s
( 
T (∆s(P ))
|∇u(x, t)|q dX dt
)1/q
. (4.6)
By applying the Harnack inequality to u(V −s ), we can estimate the value of u at
this point by the infimum of u over the ball Qs/8
(
V −s + (0, s
2/42)
)
(the centre of
this ball is V −s shifted by s/16 in time). It follows that
u(V −s ) . inf
Qs/8(Vs+(0,s2/42))
u .
( 
Qs/2(Vs)
|u(X, t)|q dX dt
)1/q
. s
( 
T (∆12s(P ))
|∇u(X, t)|q dX dt
)1/q
.
Therefore
ω∗V
−
d (∆s(P ))
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
.
sn
rn
u(V −s ) .
sn+1
rn
( 
T (∆12s(P ))
|∇u(X, t)|q dX dt
)1/q
. (4.7)
Step 5: We would like to bound this by N˜2(∇u)(P ), the L
2 based non-tangential
maximal function. This is easy to do in the elliptic setting but it is not clear whether
it is possible to do in our setting due to the time irreversibility of the parabolic PDE.
Instead we clearly have the following bound( 
T (∆12s(P ))
|∇u(X, t)|q dX dt
)1/q
.
(
M
(
N˜q(∇u)
q
)
(P )
)1/q
,
whereM is the parabolic version of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function defined
using parabolic boundary balls.
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Combining this estimate with (4.7) we have
ω∗V
−
d (∆s(P ))
σ(∆s(P ))
.
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
rn
(
M
(
N˜q(∇u)
q
)
(P )
)1/q
, (4.8)
where as before s < r/10 and P is such that ∆10s(P ) ⊂ ∆r. In particular, this
estimate holds for P ∈ ∆r/2.
Step 6: The Bp condition.
To show the property (D∗)p′ we need to show that K
V −d = dω∗V
−
d / dσ belongs
to the reverse Ho¨lder class Bp(dσ), c.f. (2.27). To do this we take the same approach
as [KP93]. Let
hV
−
d (P ) := sup
s∈(0,r/10)
ω∗V
−
d (∆s(P ))
σ(∆s(P ))
,
then KV
−
d (P ) ≤ hV
−
d (P ) for P ∈ ∆r/2. Since (M(|f |
q))1/q is Lp bounded for
p > q > 1 and N˜q(f) ≤ N˜2(f) for 0 < q ≤ 2 we choose q ∈ (1,min{2, p}) to
conclude
‖KV
−
d ‖Lp(dσ) ≤ ‖h
V −d ‖Lp(dσ) .
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
rn
∥∥∥N˜q(∇u)∥∥∥
Lp(dσ)
.
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
rn
∥∥∥N˜2(∇u)∥∥∥
Lp(dσ)
.
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
rn
‖f‖Lp
1,1/2
(dσ) <∞.
(4.9)
Therefore, KV
−
d , hV
−
d ∈ Lp(dσ) and so ω∗V
−
d ≪ σ.
Using (4.9) and (4.3) the weight KV
−
d satisfies the Bp condition (2.27) for the
ball ∆r/2(
1
σ
(
∆r/2
) ˆ
∆r/2
(
KV
−
d
)p
dσ
)1/p
.
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
rn
(
1
rn+1
rn+1−p
)1/p
.
ω∗V
−
d (∆r)
σ(∆r)
.
ω∗V
−
d (∆r/2)
σ(∆r/2)
.
(4.10)
By considering different balls ∆r we can conclude that the above inequality holds
for any boundary ball ∆r ⊂ ∆d with 4r ≤ d .
r0
C0
. One can then use Lemma 3.10
to see the above reverse Ho¨lder inequality holds for all balls up to size d. It follows
that the Lp
′
Dirichlet problem for the adjoint PDE (1.4) is solvable in Ω. 
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